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✎
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PAR
ART
TA

Imag
Imagee oper
operations
ations

✎

These exercises can guide you from the status of a novice coder to experienced roboticist.

UNIT A-1

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Basic imag
imagee oper
operations
ations

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Andrea Daniele

1.1. Skills learned
•
•
•
•

✎

Accessing command line arguments.
Reading and writing files.
Working with pixel-based image representations.
OpenCV and duckietown_utils APIs for reading/writing images.

1.2. Instructions

✎

Create an implementation of the program dt-image-flip0 , specified below.
If this exercise is too easy for you, skip to (unknown rref
ef eexxer
ercises/e
cises/exxer
ercise
cise-specif
-specifications)
ications)
warning next (1 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#exercises/exercise-specifications'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid in module
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.
.

1.3. Specif
Specification
ication of dt-image-flip0
The program

dt-image-flip0

takes as an argument a JPG file with extension

✎

.jpg :

$ dt-image-flip0 file .jpg

and creates a file called file .flipped.jpg that is flipped around the horizontal axis.

(b) The original picture.
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(d) The flipped output
Figure 1.2
Example input-output for the program dt-image-flip.

1.4. Useful APIs

✎

1) Load imag
imagee fr
from
om ffile
ile

✎

The OpenCV library provides a utility function called
from a file.

imread

that loads an image

2) Flip an imag
imagee

✎

comment
This is the kind of thing that they need to figure out how to do with pixels. -AC
3) Writ
ritee an imag
imagee ttoo a ffile
ile

✎

The duckietown_utils (unknown rref
ef softw
softwar
are_dev
e_devel/duckiet
el/duckietown-utils
own-utils-libr
-library)
ary)
previous warning next (2 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#software_devel/duckietown-utils-library'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid in module
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.
package provides the utility function write_image_as_jpg() (unknown ref softwar
are_dev
e_devel/duckiet
el/duckietown_utils
own_utils-writ
-write_imag
e_image_as_jpg)
e_as_jpg)

previous warning next (3 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#software_devel/
duckietown_utils-write_image_as_jpg'.
Location not known more precisely.

EXERCISE: BASIC

IMAGE OPERATIONS

Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid in module
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.
that writes an image to a JPEG file.
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UNIT A-2

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Basic imag
imagee oper
operations,
ations, adult vversion
ersion

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Andrea Daniele

2.1. Skills learned

✎

• Dealing with exceptions.
• Using exit conditions.
• Verification and unit tests.

2.2. Instructions

✎

Implement the program dt-image-flip specified in the following section.
This time, we specify exactly what should happen for various anomalous conditions.
This allows to do automated testing of the program.

2.3. dt-image-flip specif
specification
ication

✎

The program image-ops expects exactly two arguments: a filename (a JPG file) and
a directory name.
$ dt-image-flip file

outdir

If the file does not exist, the script must exit with error code 2 .
If the file cannot be decoded, the script must exit with error code 3 .
If the file exists, then the script must create:
• outdir /regular.jpg : a copy of the initial file
• outdir /flip.jpg : the file, flipped vertically.
• outdir /side-by-side.jpg : the two files, side by side.
If any other error occurs, the script should exit with error code 99 .

(b) The original picture.

EXERCISE: BASIC
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(d) The output flip.jpg

(f) The output side-by-side.jpg
Figure 2.2. Example input-output for the program image-ops.

2.4. Useful APIs

✎

1) Imag
Images
es side
side-by
-by-side
-side

✎

comment
Good explanation, but shouldn’t it go in the previous exercise? -AC
An image loaded using the OpenCV function imread is stored in memory as a
NumPy array. For example, the image shown above (Figure 2.2b - The original picture. ) will be represented in memory as a NumPy array with shape (96, 96, 3) .
The first dimension indicates the number of pixels along the Y-axis , the second indicates the number of pixels along the X-axis and the third is known as number of
channels (e.g., Blue, Green, and Red).
NumPy provides a utility function called concatenate that joins a sequence of arrays
along a given axis.

2.5. Testing it w
works
orks with image-ops-tester

✎

We provide 4 scripts that can be used to make sure that you wrote a conforming dtimage-flip . The scripts are image-ops-tester-good , image-ops-tester-bad1 , image-ops-tester-bad2 , and image-ops-tester-bad3 . You can find them in the directory /exercises/dt-image-flip/image-ops-tester in the duckietown/duckuments
repository.
The script called image-ops-tester-good tests your program in a situation in which
we expect it to work properly. The 3 “bad” test scripts (i.e., image-ops-tester-bad1
through image-ops-tester-bad3 ) test your code in situations in which we expect
your program to complain in the proper way.
Use them as follows:
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$ image-ops-tester- scenario

candidate-program

Not
ote:
e: The tester scripts must be called from their own location. Make sure to
change your working directory to /exercises/dt-image-flip/image-ops-tester
before launching the tester scripts.
If the script cannot be found, image-ops-tester- scenario will return 1.
image-ops-tester- scenario will return 0 if the program exists and conforms to the
specification (Section 2.3 - dt-image-flip specification).
If it can establish that the program is not good, it will return 11.

Bot
Botttom line
Things that are not tested are broken.

✎

UNIT A-3

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Simple data analysis fr
from
om a bag

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Andrea Daniele

3.1. Skills learned

✎

• Reading Bag files.
• Statistics functions (mean, median) in Numpy.
• Use YAML format.

3.2. Instructions
Create an implementation of

✎

dt-bag-analyze

according to the specification below.

3.3. Specif
Specification
ication for dt-bag-analyze

✎

Create a program that summarizes the statistics of data in a bag file.
$ dt-bag-analyze bag file

Compute, for each topic in the bag:
• The total number of messages.
• The minimum, maximum, average, and median interval between successive messages, represented in seconds.
Print out the statistics using the YAML format. Example output:
$ dt-bag-analyze bag file
" topic name ":
num_messages: value
period:
min: value
max: value
average: value
median: value

3.4. Useful APIs

✎

1) Read a R
ROS
OS bag

✎

A bag is a file format in ROS for storing ROS message data. The package rosbag defines the class Bag that provides all the methods needed to serialize messages to and
from a single file on disk using the bag format.
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2) Time in R
ROS
OS

✎

In ROS the time is stored as an object of type rostime.Time. An object t , instance
of rostime.Time, represents a time instant as the number of seconds since epoch
(stored in t.secs ) and the number of nanoseconds since t.secs (stored in
t.nsecs ). The utility function t.to_sec() returns the time (in seconds) as a floating
number.

3.5. Test that it w
works
orks

✎

Download the ROS bag example_rosbag_H3.bag. Run your program on it and compare the results:
$ dt-bag-analyze example_rosbag.bag
/tesla/camera_node/camera_info:
num_messages: 653
period:
min: 0.01
max: 0.05
average: 0.03
median: 0.03
/tesla/line_detector_node/segment_list:
num_messages: 198
period:
min: 0.08
max: 0.17
average: 0.11
median: 0.1
/tesla/wheels_driver_node/wheels_cmd:
num_messages: 74
period:
min: 0.02
max: 4.16
average: 0.26
median: 0.11

UNIT A-4

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Bag in, bag out

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Andrea Daniele

4.1. Skills learned

✎

• Processing the contents of a bag to produce another bag.

4.2. Instructions
Implement the program

✎

dt-bag-decimate

as specified below.

4.3. Specif
Specification
ication of dt-bag-decimate

✎

The program dt-bag-decimate takes as argument a bag filename, an integer value
greater than zero, and an output bag file:
$ dt-bag-decimate " input bag " n " output bag "

The output bag contains the same topics as the input bag, however, only 1 in n messages from each topic are written. (If n is 1, the output is the same as the input.)

4.4. Useful new APIs

✎

1) Cr
Creat
eatee a new Bag

✎

In ROS, a new bag can be created by specifying the mode
tiating the class rosbag.Bag.
For example:

w

(i.e., write) while instan-

from rosbag import Bag
new_bag = Bag('./output_bag.bag', mode='w')

Visit the documentation page for the class rosbag.Bag for further information.
2) Writ
ritee messag
messagee ttoo a Bag

✎

A ROS bag instantiated in write mode accepts messages through the function
write().

4.5. Check that it w
works
orks

✎

To check that the program works, you can compute the statistics of the data using
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the program

dt-bag-analyze

IN, BAG OUT

that you have created in (unknown ref exer
ercises/
cises/eexer
ercise
cise--

bag
bag-analysis)
-analysis)

previous warning next (4 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#exercises/exercise-bag-analysis'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid in module
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.
.
You should see that the statistics have changed.

UNIT A-5

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Bag thumbnails

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Andrea Daniele

5.1. Skills learned

✎

• Reading images from images topic in a bag file.

5.2. Instructions
Write a program

✎

dt-bag-thumbnails

as specified below.

5.3. Specif
Specification
ication for dt-bag-thumbnails

✎

The program dt-bag-thumbnails creates thumbnails for some image stream topic in a
bag file.
The syntax is:
$ dt-bag-thumbnails bag

topic

output_dir

This should create the files:
output_dir /00000.jpg
output_dir /00001.jpg
output_dir /00002.jpg
output_dir /00003.jpg
output_dir /00004.jpg
...

where the progressive number is an incremental counter for the frames.

5.4. Test data

✎

If you don’t have a ROS bag to work on, you can download the test bag example_rosbag_H5.bag. You should be able to get a total of 653 frames out of it.

5.5. Useful APIs

✎

1) Read imag
imagee fr
from
om a ttopic
opic

✎

The duckietown_utils (unknown rref
ef softw
softwar
are_dev
e_devel/duckiet
el/duckietown-utils
own-utils-libr
-library)
ary)
previous warning next (5 of 13) index
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THUMBNAILS

warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#software_devel/duckietown-utils-library'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.

in

module

package provides the utility function rgb_from_ros() (unknown ref softw
softwar
are_dev
e_devel/
el/
duckiet
duckietown_utils
own_utils-rgb_fr
-rgb_from_r
om_ros)
os)

previous warning next (6 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#software_devel/duckietown_utils-rgb_from_ros'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.

in

module

that processes a ROS message and returns the RGB image it contains (if any).
2) Color space con
convversion

✎

In OpenCV, an image can be converted from one color space (e.g., BGR) to another
supported color space (e.g., RGB). OpenCV provides a list of supported conversions. A
ColorConversionCode defines a conversion between two different color spaces. An exhaustive list of color conversion codes can be found here. The conversion from a color
space to another is done with the function cv.cvtColor.

UNIT A-6

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Instagr
Instagram
am ffilt
ilters
ers

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Andrea Daniele

6.1. Skills learned

✎

• Image pixel representation;
• Image manipulation;
• The idea that we can manipulate operations as objects, and refer to them (higherorder computation);
• The idea that we can compose operations, and sometimes the operations do commute, while sometimes they do not.

6.2. Instructions
Create

dt-instagram

✎

as specified below.

6.3. Specif
Specification
ication for dt-instagram

✎

Write a program dt-instagram that applies a list of filters to an image.
The syntax to invoke the program is:
$ dt-instagram image in

filters

image out

where:
• image in is the input image;
• filters is a string, which is a colon-separated list of filters;
• image out is the output image.
The list of filters is given in Subsection 6.3.1 - List of filters.
For example, the result of the command:
$ dt-instagram image.jpg flip-horizontal:grayscale out.jpg

is that out.jpg contains the input image, flipped and than converted to grayscale.
Because these two commute, this command gives the same output:
$ dt-instagram image.jpg grayscale:flip-horizontal out.jpg

1) List of ffilt
ilters
ers
Here is the list of possible values for the filters, and their effect:
• flip-vertical : flips the image vertically

✎
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•
•
•

FILTERS

flip-horizontal : flips the image horizontally
grayscale : Makes the image grayscale
sepia : make the image sepia

6.4. Useful new APIs

✎

1) User def
defined
ined ffilt
ilters
ers

✎

In OpenCV it is possible to define custom filters and apply them to an image. A linear
filter (e.g., sepia) is defined by a linear 9-dimensional kernel. The sepia filter is defined as:

A linear kernel describing a color filter defines a linear transformation in the color
space. A transformation can be applied to an image in OpenCV by using the function
transform().

UNIT A-7

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Bag instagr
instagram
am

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Andrea Daniele

7.1. Instructions
Create

dt-bag-instagram

✎

as specified below.

7.2. Specif
Specification
ication for dt-bag-instagram

✎

Write a program dt-bag-instagram that applies a filter to a stream of images stored
in a ROS bag.
The syntax to invoke the program is:
$ dt-bag-instagram bag in

topic

filters

bag out

where:
-

` bag in ` is the input bag;
` topic ` is a string containing the topic to process;
` filters ` is a string, which is a colon-separated list of filters;
` bag out ` is the output bag.

7.3. Test data

✎

If you don’t have a ROS bag to work on, you can download the test bag example_rosbag_H5.bag.

7.4. Useful new APIs

✎

1) Compr
Compress
ess an BGR imag
imagee int
intoo a sensor_msgs/CompressedImage messag
messagee ✎
The duckietown_utils (unknown rref
ef softw
softwar
are_dev
e_devel/duckiet
el/duckietown-utils
own-utils-libr
-library)
ary)
previous warning next (7 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#software_devel/duckietown-utils-library'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid in module
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.
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INSTAGRAM

package provides the utility function d8_compressed_image_from_cv_image() (unknown rref
ef softw
softwar
are_dev
e_devel/duckiet
el/duckietown_utils
own_utils-d8_compr
-d8_compressed_imag
essed_image_fr
e_from_cv_imag
om_cv_image)
e)
previous warning next (8 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#software_devel/
duckietown_utils-d8_compressed_image_from_cv_image'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid in module
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.
that takes a BGR image, compresses it and wraps it into a sensor_msgs/CompressedImage ROS message.

7.5. Check that it w
works
orks

✎

Play your bag out ROS bag file and run the following command to make sure that
your program is working.
$ rosrun image_view image_view image:= topic
_image_transport:=compressed

UNIT A-8

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Liv
Livee Instagr
Instagram
am

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Andrea Daniele

8.1. Skills learned

✎

• Live image processing

8.2. Instructions

✎

You may find useful: (unknown rref
ef softw
softwar
are_dev
e_devel/r
el/ros
os-python-howt
-python-howto)
o)
previous warning next (9 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#software_devel/ros-python-howto'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid in module
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.
. That tutorial is about listening to text messages and writing back text messages.
Here, we apply the same principle, but to images.
Create a ROS node that takes camera images and applies a given operation, as specified in the next section, and then publishes it.

8.3. Specif
Specification
ication for the node dt_live_instagram_ robot
✎
name _node
Create a ROS node dt_live_instagram_ robot name _node that takes a parameter
called filter , where the filter is something from the list Subsection 6.3.1 - List of filters.
You should launch your camera and joystick from ‘~/duckietown’ with
$ make demo-joystick-camera

Then launch your node with
$ roslaunch dt_live_instagram_ robot name dt_live_instagram_ robot
name _node.launch filter:= filter

This program should do the following:
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• Subscribe to the camera images, by finding a topic that is called ... /compressed .
Call the name of the topic topic (i.e., topic = ... ).
• Publish to the topic topic / filter /compressed a stream of images (i.e., video
frames) where the filter is applied to the images.

8.4. Check that it w
works
orks
$ rqt_image_view

and look at topic / filter /compressed

✎

UNIT A-9

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: A
Augment
ugmented
ed R
Reality
eality

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Jonathan Michaux and Dzenan Lapandic

9.1. Skills learned

✎

• Understanding of all the steps in the image pipeline.
• Writing markers on images to aid in debugging.

9.2. Intr
Introduction
oduction

✎

During the lectures, we have explained one direction of the image pipeline:
image -> [feature extraction] -> 2D features -> [ground projection] ->
3D world coordinates

In this exercise, we are going to look at the pipeline in the opposite direction.
It is often said that:
“The inverse of computer vision is computer graphics.”
The inverse pipeline looks like this:
3D world coordinates -> [image projection] -> 2D features ->
[rendering] -> image

9.3. Instructions

✎

• Do intrinsics/extrinsics camera calibration of your robot as per the instructions.
Write the ROS node specified below in (unknown ref exer
ercises/
cises/eexer
ercise
cise-augment
-augmented-r
ed-reality
eality-spec)
-spec)
previous warning next (10 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#exercises/exercise-augmented-reality-spec'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created
by
function
check_if_any_href_is_invalid
in
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links .

module

.
Then verify the results in the following 3 situations.
1) Situation 1: Calibr
Calibration
ation pat
patttern

✎
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• Put the robot in the middle of the calibration pattern.
• Run the program dt_augmented_reality with map file calibration_pattern.yaml .
(Adjust the position until you get perfect match of reality and augmented reality.)
2) Situation 2: Lane

✎

• Put the robot in the middle of a lane.
• Run the program dt_augmented_reality with map file lane.yaml .
(Adjust the position until you get a perfect match of reality and augmented reality.)
3) Situation 3: Int
Intersection
ersection

✎

• Put the robot at a stop line at a 4-way intersection in Duckietown.
• Run the program dt_augmented_reality with map file intersection_4way.yaml .
(Adjust the position until you get a perfect match of reality and augmented reality.)
4) Submission

✎

Submit the images according to location-specific instructions.

9.4. Specif
Specification
ication of dt_augmented_reality

✎

In this assignment you will be writing a ROS package to perform the augmented reality
exercise. The program will be invoked with the following syntax:
$ roslaunch dt_augmented_reality- robot name augmenter.launch
map_file:= map file robot_name:= robot name local:=1

where map file is a YAML file containing the map (specified in (unknown ref exer
ercises/
cises/
exer
ercise
cise-augment
-augmented-r
ed-reality
eality-map)
-map)

previous warning next (11 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#exercises/exercise-augmented-reality-map'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.

in

module

).
If robot name is not given, it defaults to the hostname.
The program does the following:
1. It loads the intrinsic / extrinsic calibration parameters for the given robot.
2. It reads the map file.
3. It listens to the image topic / robot name /camera_node/image/compressed .
4. It reads each image, projects the map features onto the image, and then writes

EXERCISE: AUGMENTED REALITY
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the resulting image to the topic /![robot name]/AR/![map file basename]/image/compressed
where map file basename is the basename of the file without the extension.
We provide you with ROS package template that contains the AugmentedRealityNode .
By default, launching the AugmentedRealityNode should publish raw images from the
camera on the new / robot name /AR/ map file basename /image/compressed topic.
In order to complete this exercise, you will have to fill in the missing details of the Augmenter class by doing the following:
1. Implement a method called process_image that undistorts raw images.
2. Implement a method called ground2pixel that transforms points in ground coordinates (i.e. the robot reference frame) to pixels in the image.
3. Implement a method called callback that writes the augmented image to the
appropriate topic.

9.5. Specif
Specification
ication of the map

✎

The map file contains a 3D polygon, defined as a list of points and a list of segments
that join those points.
The format is similar to any data structure for 3D computer graphics, with a few
changes:
1. Points are referred to by name.
2. It is possible to specify a reference frame for each point. (This will help make this
into a general tool for debugging various types of problems).
Here is an example of the file contents, hopefully self-explanatory.
The following map file describes 3 points, and two lines.
points:
# define three named points: center, left, right
center: [axle, [0, 0, 0]] # [reference frame, coordinates]
left: [axle, [0.5, 0.1, 0]]
right: [axle, [0.5, -0.1, 0]]
segments:
- points: [center, left]
color: [rgb, [1, 0, 0]]
- points: [center, right]
color: [rgb, [1, 0, 0]]

1) Refer
eference
ence fr
frame
ame specif
specification
ication

✎

The reference frames are defined as follows:
• axle : center of the axle; coordinates are 3D.
• camera : camera frame; coordinates are 3D.
• image01 : a reference frame in which 0,0 is top left, and 1,1 is bottom right of the image; coordinates are 2D.
(Other image frames will be introduced later, such as the world and tile reference
frame, which need the knowledge of the location of the robot.)
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2) Color specif
specification
ication

✎

RGB colors are written as:
[rgb, [ R , G , B ]]

where the RGB values are between 0 and 1.
Moreover, we support the following strings:
• red is equivalent to [rgb, [1,0,0]]
• green is equivalent to [rgb, [0,1,0]]
• blue is equivalent to [rgb, [0,0,1]]
• yellow is equivalent to [rgb, [1,1,0]]
• magenta is equivalent to [rgb, [1,0,1]]
• cyan is equivalent to [rgb, [0,1,1]]
• white is equivalent to [rgb, [1,1,1]
• black is equivalent to [rgb, [0,0,0]]

9.6. “Map
“Map”” ffiles
iles

✎

1) hud.yaml

✎

This pattern serves as a simple test that we can draw lines in image coordinates:
points:
TL: [image01, [0,
TR: [image01, [0,
BR: [image01, [1,
BL: [image01, [1,
segments:
- points: [TL, TR]
color: red
- points: [TR, BR]
color: green
- points: [BR, BL]
color: blue
- points: [BL, TL]
color: yellow

0]]
1]]
1]]
0]]

The expected result is to put a border around the image: red on the top, green on the
right, blue on the bottom, yellow on the left.
2) calibration_pattern.yaml

✎

This pattern is based off the checkerboard calibration target used in estimating the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters:

EXERCISE: AUGMENTED REALITY
points:
TL: [axle, [0.315,
TR: [axle, [0.315,
BR: [axle, [0.191,
BL: [axle, [0.191,
segments:
- points: [TL, TR]
color: red
- points: [TR, BR]
color: green
- points: [BR, BL]
color: blue
- points: [BL, TL]
color: yellow
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0.093, 0]]
-0.093, 0]]
-0.093, 0]]
0.093, 0]]

The expected result is to put a border around the inside corners of the checkerboard:
red on the top, green on the right, blue on the bottom, yellow on the left.
3) lane.yaml

✎

We want something like this:

|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
WW

1

0
. |
. |
. |
. |
. |
. |
WY
3
4
|
|
|
|
|
|

L
2

Then we have:

|
|
|
|
|
|
L

|
|
|
|
|
|
WW
5
6
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EXERCISE: AUGMENTED REALITY
points:
p1: [axle, [0,
q1: [axle, [D,
p2: [axle, [0,
q2: [axle, [D,
p3: [axle, [0,
q3: [axle, [D,
p4: [axle, [0,
q4: [axle, [D,
p5: [axle, [0,
q5: [axle, [D,
p6: [axle, [0,
q6: [axle, [D,
segments:
- points: [p1, q1]
color: white
- points: [p2, q2]
color: white
- points: [p3, q3]
color: yellow
- points: [p4, q4]
color: yellow
- points: [p5, q5]
color: white
- points: [p6, q6]
color: white

0.2794, 0]]
0.2794, 0]]
0.2286, 0]]
0.2286, 0]]
0.0127, 0]]
0.0127, 0]]
-0.0127, 0]]
-0.0127, 0]]
-0.2286, 0]]
-0.2286, 0]]
-0.2794, 0]]
-0.2794, 0]]

4) intersection_4way.yaml

✎

EXERCISE: AUGMENTED REALITY
points:
NL1: [axle,
NL2: [axle,
NL3: [axle,
NL4: [axle,
NL5: [axle,
NL6: [axle,
NL7: [axle,
NL8: [axle,
NC1: [axle,
NC2: [axle,
NC3: [axle,
NC4: [axle,
NR1: [axle,
NR2: [axle,
NR3: [axle,
NR4: [axle,
NR5: [axle,
NR6: [axle,
NR7: [axle,
NR8: [axle,
CL1: [axle,
CL2: [axle,
CL3: [axle,
CL4: [axle,
CR1: [axle,
CR2: [axle,
CR3: [axle,
CR4: [axle,
FL1: [axle,
FL2: [axle,
FL3: [axle,
FL4: [axle,
FL5: [axle,
FL6: [axle,
FL7: [axle,
FL8: [axle,
FC1: [axle,
FC2: [axle,
FC3: [axle,
FC4: [axle,
FR1: [axle,
FR2: [axle,
FR3: [axle,
FR4: [axle,
FR5: [axle,
FR6: [axle,
FR7: [axle,
FR8: [axle,
segments:
- points: [NL1,
color: white
- points: [NL3,

[0.247,
[0.347,
[0.218,
[0.363,
[0.400,
[0.409,
[0.360,
[0.366,
[0.372,
[0.145,
[0.374,
[0.146,
[0.209,
[0.349,
[0.242,
[0.319,
[0.402,
[0.401,
[0.352,
[0.352,
[0.586,
[0.595,
[0.618,
[0.637,
[0.565,
[0.567,
[0.610,
[0.611,
[0.781,
[0.763,
[0.863,
[1.185,
[0.842,
[0.875,
[0.879,
[1.180,
[0.823,
[1.172,
[0.845,
[1.215,
[0.764,
[0.768,
[0.810,
[1.203,
[0.795,
[0.803,
[0.832,
[1.210,
NL2]
NL4]

0.295, 0]]
0.301, 0]]
0.256, 0]]
0.251, 0]]
0.287, 0]]
0.513,
0]]
0.314, 0]]
0.456, 0]]
0.007, 0]]
0.008, 0]]
-0.0216, 0]]
-0.0180, 0]]
-0.234, 0]]
-0.237, 0]]
-0.276, 0]]
-0.274, 0]]
-0.283, 0]]
-0.479, 0]]
-0.415, 0]]
-0.303, 0]]
0.261, 0]]
0.632, 0]]
0.251, 0]]
0.662, 0]]
-0.253, 0]]
-0.607, 0]]
-0.262, 0]]
-0.641, 0]]
0.718, 0]]
0.253, 0]]
0.192, 0]]
0.172, 0]]
0.718, 0]]
0.271,
0]]
0.234, 0]]
0.209, 0]]
0.0162, 0]]
0.00117, 0]]
-0.0100, 0]]
-0.0181, 0]]
-0.695, 0]]
-0.263, 0]]
-0.202, 0]]
-0.196, 0]]
-0.702, 0]]
-0.291, 0]]
-0.240, 0]]
-0.245, 0]]
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EXERCISE: AUGMENTED REALITY

9.7. Sugg
Suggestions
estions

✎

Start by using the file hud.yaml . To visualize it, you do not need the calibration data. It
will be helpful to make sure that you can do the easy parts of the exercise: loading the
map, and drawing the lines.

9.8. Useful APIs

✎

1) Loading a map ffile:
ile:

✎

To load a map file, use the function

load_map

provided in

duckietown_utils :

from duckietown_utils import load_map
map_data = load_map(map_filename)

(Note that

map

is a reserved symbol name in Python.)

2) Reading the calibr
calibration
ation data for a rrobot
obot

✎

To load the intrinsic calibration parameters, use the function
provided in duckietown_utils :

load_camera_intrinsics

from duckietown_utils import load_camera_intrinsics
intrinsics = load_camera_intrinsics(robot_name)

To load the extrinsic calibration parameters (i.e. ground projection), use the function
load_homography provided in duckietown_utils :
from duckietown_utils import load_homography
H = load_homography(robot_name)

3) Path name manipulation

✎

From a file name like "/path/to/map1.yaml" , you can obtain the basename without
extension yaml by using the function get_base_name provided in duckietown_utils :
from duckietown_utils import get_base_name
filename = "/path/to/map1.yaml"
map_name = get_base_name(filename) # = "map1"

4) Undist
Undistorting
orting an imag
imagee
To remove the distortion from an image, use the function
etown_utils :

✎

rectify

provided in

ducki-

EXERCISE: AUGMENTED REALITY
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from duckietown_utils import rectify
rectified_image = rectify(image, intrinsics)

5) Dr
Draawing primitiv
primitives
es

✎

To draw the line segments specified in a map file, use the
fined in the Augmenter class:

render_segments

method de-

class Augmenter():
# ...
def ground2pixel(self):
'''Method that transforms ground points
to pixel coordinates'''
# Your code goes here.
return "???"

image_with_drawn_segments = augmenter.render_segments(image)

In order for
the method

render_segments
ground2pixel .

to draw segments on an image, you must first implement
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UNIT A-10

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Lane Filt
Filtering
ering - P
Particle
article Filt
Filter
er

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Jonathan Michaux, Liam Paull, and Miguel de la Iglesia

10.1. Skills learned

✎

• Understanding of basic filtering concepts
• Understanding of a particle filter

10.2. Intr
Introduction
oduction

✎

During the lectures, we have discussed general filtering techniques, and specifically the
hist
histogr
ogram
am filt
iltering
ering approach that we are using to estimate our location within a lane in
Duckietown.
This is a 2-dimensional filter over and , the lateral displacement in the lane and the
robot heading relative to the direction of the lane.
In this exercise, we will replace the histrogram filter with a particle filter.

10.3. Instructions

✎

Create a ROS node and package that takes as input the list of line segments detected
by the line detector, and outputs an estimate of the robot position within the lane to be
used by the lane controller. You should be able to run:
$ source DUCKIETOWN_ROOT /environment.sh
$ source DUCKIETOWN_ROOT /set_vehicle.name.sh
$ roslaunch dt_filtering_ ROBOT_NAME lane_following.launch

and then

follow the instructions in (unknown rref
ef fall2017_info/check
fall2017_info/checkoff_na
off_navig
vigation)
ation)
previous warning next (12 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#fall2017_info/checkoff_navigation'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.

in

for trying the lane following demo.
You should definitely look at the existing histogram filter for inspiration.
You may find this a useful resource to get started.

module

EXERCISE: LANE FILTERING - PARTICLE FILTER
1) Workflow Tip

31
✎

While you are working on your node and it is crashing, you need not kill and relaunch
the entire stack (or even launch on your robot). You should build a workflow whereby
you can quickly launch only the node you are developing from your laptop.

10.4. Submission
Submit the code using location-specific instructions

✎
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UNIT A-11

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Lane Filt
Filtering
ering - Ext
Extended
ended Kalman Filt
Filter
er

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Liam Paull

11.1. Skills learned

✎

• Understanding of basic filtering concepts
• Understanding of an Extended Kalman Filter

11.2. Intr
Introduction
oduction

✎

During the lectures, we have discussed general filtering techniques, and specifically the
hist
histogr
ogram
am filt
iltering
ering approach that we are using to estimate our location within a lane in
Duckietown.
This is a 2-dimensional filter over and , the lateral displacement in the lane and the
robot heading relative to the direction of the lane.
In this exercise, we will replace the histrogram filter with an Extended Kalman Filter.

11.3. Instructions

✎

Create a ROS node and package that takes as input the list of line segments detected
by the line detector, and outputs an estimate of the robot position within the lane to be
used by the lane controller. You should be able to run:
$ source DUCKIETOWN_ROOT /environment.sh
$ source DUCKIETOWN_ROOT /set_vehicle.name.sh
$ roslaunch dt_filtering_ ROBOT_NAME lane_following.launch

and then

follow the instructions in (unknown rref
ef fall2017_info/check
fall2017_info/checkoff_na
off_navig
vigation)
ation)
previous warning (13 of 13) index
warning

I will ignore this because it is an external link.
> I do not know what is indicated by the link
'#fall2017_info/checkoff_navigation'.
Location not known more precisely.
Created by function check_if_any_href_is_invalid
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.

in

for trying the lane following demo.
You should definitely look at the existing histogram filter for inspiration.
You may find this a useful resource to get started.

module

EXERCISE: LANE FILTERING - EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER
1) Workflow Tip

33
✎

While you are working on your node and it is crashing, you need not kill and relaunch
the entire stack (or even launch on your robot). You should build a workflow whereby
you can quickly launch only the node you are developing from your laptop.

11.4. Submission
Submit the code using location-specific instructions

✎
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UNIT A-12

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Motion Planning with Uncertainty

✎

Martin Weiss, Gunshi Gupta, Vincent Mai
The code and technical documentation for this exercise are here.

12.1. Pr
Pree-R
-Requisit
equisites
es

✎

• An optimistic outlook on life
• ROS Kinetic, Lunar, or Melodic, Python 2.7, catkin, scipy
• A basic understanding of path planning

12.2. Skills learned

✎

• How to use a very simple simulator that we designed with ROS and python
• Advanced Motion-Planning techniques

12.3. Intr
Introduction
oduction ttoo Motion Planning with Uncertainty

✎

During the lectures, we saw many classic methods of motion planning such as graphsearch methods, variational methods, and incremental search methods. The goal of
motion/path-planning is generally to get from A to B without crashing, using too many
resources (time, gas), or otherwise violating some specified constraints. Most systems
that we’re interested are non-holonomic, where the velocities (magnitude and or direction) and other derivatives of the position are constrained by some dynamics of the vehicle (e.g. your truck has a minimum turning radius).
We are going to focus on a significantly more difficult problem in this tutorial, planning
under uncertain conditions. There are many kinds of uncertainty including uncertainty
over your initial state, your action model, and your noisy sensors.

Figure 12.2. I'm not sure what's happening here

The world is inherently dynamic, but the algorithms we’ve looked at don’t directly deal
with dynamic obstacles. A naive solution is to, at each time-step, update your belief
over the world-state (presumably reflecting the new position of dynamic objects in your
environment) then regenerate your plan as though all obstacles are static. A bit more
advanchttps://github.com/mweiss17/docs-exercisesed solution may estimate the average velocity of dynamic obstacle across recent time-steps, then assume it will continue
in the same way. The following work devises a way to remove egocentric movement
from the motion prediction for dynamical obstacles.

EXERCISE: MOTION PLANNING

WITH

UNCERTAINTY
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Figure 12.4. Egocentric Vision-Based Future Vehicle Localization for Intelligent Driving Assistance Systems, *Yu Yao∗, Mingze Xu∗ , Chiho Choi, David J. Crandall, Ella M. Atkins, and Behzad Dariush*

Creating a good model of dynamic obstacles is much, much harder than it sounds. Humans mess this up all the time. Take, for example, the situation presented in the image
above. You’re trying to turn left, you have a green light, and no one is currently in your
way. We see that the path-planning module, using its estimates of the oncoming vehicles position at previous timesteps, is predicting that the silver oncoming Mercedes is
going to get in our way. But what if that driver is some kind of maniac and swerves in
front of you? It happens. There’s an enormous amount of unavailable information that
must be modeled as uncertainty.
Figure 12.6. We don't always know who's coming down the road, but sometimes it's this maniac in a lambo

To approach this problem we created an entirely deterministic situation in our simulator, added some stochastic behaviour to an oncoming duckiebot, created a probability
distribution over their velocity, and use that distribution to inform our motion plan.

12.4. Experimental Setup

✎

To support this exercise, we designed a very simple 2-D (overhead view) simulator. It
models a road with two lanes and two duckiebots. One is “ours” and the other is our
adversary (lambo maniac) who we must avoid.
Similar to the setup in Duckietown, we have a small positive reward for staying in our
lane, a small negative reward for crossing into the opposite lane, and larger negative rewards for leaving the road entirely or colliding with the other duckiebot.
1) Pr
Problem
oblem w
wee w
want
ant ttoo solv
solve:
e:

✎

Imagine you are driving on a straight two-lane road, you’re in your lane, when you
suddenly see in front of you a big truck driving down the middle of the road! It is so
big, that you have no choice but to avoid it by partially driving off the road. You know
he’s coming right at you (constant angle), but you’re not sure how fast (his acceleration
changes randomly). How do you plan your trajectory to avoid collision and minimize
your off-road adventure? This problem comes in two flavours: the truck is oncoming,
or it is going in the same direction as us. A robust solution should perform well in both
cases.
2) Our solution:

✎

Our solution predicts the probability of the other duckiebot’s position w.r.t. time, using
a probabilistic velocity model to propagate its possible positions over a one-dimensional discretized map. We are then able to compute the probability of a collision at any position and time. We use a Monte Carlo Tree Search algorithm to compute rewards for
states in this map and approximate our optimal trajectory up to a given time horizon.
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EXERCISE: MOTION PLANNING

WITH

UNCERTAINTY

3) The eexxer
ercise:
cise:

✎

Can you do better than us? We instantiate a predictor and a planner in include/
dt_agent/agent.py . Add your own predictor and planner in the same folder, and don’t
forget to include them in include/dt_agent/__init.py__ . Compare with our version
by measuring your score at t = 25 sec. But first, you’ll have to install the thing (which
should take ~30 minutes if you’ve got the pre-requisite ROS installation and a couple
hours if you have to install Ubuntu and ROS). Find our code and learn how to use it
here.

12.5. Results

✎

Our solution works well. Kind of.
These gifs show the output of the visualizer with different MCTS parameters. We took
the case of the truck coming towards us, with a random acceleration picked from a continuous uniform distribution from -2 m/s to + 2 m/s at each time step. The trajectory
was recomputed every 3 time steps.
✎

With default parameters:
Figure 12.8

MCTS parameters: * scalar: 1.414 * budget: 5300 * time_steps: 50
✎

With 20 time steps:
Figure 12.10

MCTS parameters: * scalar: 1.414 * budget: 5300 * time_steps: 20
✎

With a budget of 2000 iterations:
Figure 12.12

MCTS parameters: * scalar: 1.414 * budget: 2000 * time_steps: 50
✎

Increasing the explore parameter to 2:
Figure 12.14

MCTS parameters: * scalar: 2 * budget: 5300 * time_steps: 50
1) Analysis

✎

✎
Fluidity of the gifs:
The gifs are not very fluid. Why? In order to accelerate the gifs, we removed the waiting
time at each time step. Therefore, the Simulator goes very quickly through 3 time steps,
and then waits for the Agent to compute the next trajectory.
✎
Variable trajectory length:
The trajectory length is not constant. Sometimes, it is very short, sometimes, very long.
This is because the depth of the tree changes depending on the region it is being optimised in. In some regions, the tree can have a lot of children with competitive reward possibilities, so the tree becomes wider, but less deep. Therefore, the optimal path
might have a different length.

EXERCISE: MOTION PLANNING

WITH

UNCERTAINTY
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✎
Avoiding the Duckiebot:
The agent always avoids the other Duckiebot! That’s great - it shows that our algorithm
is working!
✎
Staying on the road:
Our agent sometimes completely drives off the road. This is bad, because we decided
that having a collision should yield as big a negative reward as completely leaving the
road! It is not necessary to drive entirely off the road to avoid the other Duckiebot. What
is happening here?
Our analysis of the problem is that our MCTS does not explore enough at the very beginning. When we look at the long-term trajectory that our agent makes to avoid the
truck, it looks correct. However, when the agent follows this trajectory, it has at some
point to be partially out of the road and looking to the right. Its trajectory plans states
that the next step will be turning to the left, and all will be fine. But sometimes it recomputes its trajectory at just the wrong time. This unlucky agent runs its MCTS and
randomly selects forward as a first step instead of exploring the other directions. This
leads to the agent getting lost in the wild… for a brief time, until it gets back on the road.
This problem could be solved by reducing the time step duration, increasing the exploration or increasing the number of time steps for which the trajectory is followed. However, the two first options induce a higher computation time for the agent, whereas the
last option means driving with more uncertainty, which adds to the probability of a collision.
✎
Influence of the parameters:
Frankly, we find that the 4 experiments look pretty similar. The parameters change a bit
the behavior: a lower number of time steps lowers the length of the trajectory, a higher
scalar or a higher number of iterations makes the trajectory move a bit more but give a
smaller tree depth. But overall, they do not affect the performance so much.

12.6. Driv
Drivee Safe

✎

We’re happy to help future citizens of duckietown with the extension of this work –
just reach out! We feel that there is more work to be done representing uncertainty in
vehicle position and heading. Particularly exciting extensions may explore interactions
between vehicles, lights, and pedestrians at intersections.
Figure 12.16
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UNIT A-13

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: F
Frree space estimation with Stix
Stixel
el W
World
orld

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Laurent Mandrile and David Abraham

13.1. Skills learned

✎

• What is free space estimation
• How to mathematically obtain Stixel World
• Getting a Stixel Representation based on a stereo image

13.2. What is fr
free
ee space estimation

✎

Free space is the physical space that is driveable and collision free around an agent.

13.3. How ttoo mathematically obtain Stix
Stixel
el W
World
orld

✎

Here is a very high level summary of how to obtain a stixel representation.
Stixel representation is a middle ground between pixel and object level representations.
A stixel is a rectangular “stick” of a given width defined by its 3D orientation relative
to the camera. Its height is defined by the bounding box of the object it represents. And
free space is represented by the area between stixel agglomerations.

Figure 13.2

1) Building the stix
stixel
el w
world
orld

✎

Stixel world construction starts with a stereo vision analysis to get a disparity map.
2) Building the occupancy grid

✎

Afterwards, an occupancy grid is computed from the stereo data. An occupancy grid is
a 2D representation which models occupied pixels in an image of the environment.
3) Back
Backgr
ground
ound rremov
emoval
al

✎

A background subtraction is carried out All occupied cells behind the first maximum is
marked as free.
4) Free Space

✎

Find the first obstacle when starting from the bottom Only the first obstacle is taken
into account.
5) Height Segmentation

✎

EXERCISE: FREE

SPACE ESTIMATION WITH

STIXEL WORLD
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Height of objects is obtained by finding the optimal segmentation between the foreground and the background. Afterwards, we compute the membership value of each
point to a given object: The image is divided in columns. For each column a foreground
object starts where the free space ends. Then, the object continues column-wise and
each point on the image votes for its membership to the foreground object If it does not
deviate more than a maximal distance from the expected disparity of the object based
on the sgm analysis, the disparity votes positively. Otherwise, it votes negatively.
6) Cost Imag
Imagee

✎

From the cost image we can extract the height of the obstacles. For each column, the
height is where the cost is at its maximum.

Figure 13.4

7) stix
stixel
el eextr
xtraction
action

✎

With the free space and the height of the obstacles, we can finally create the stixels

13.4. Running a liv
livee Stix
Stixel
el R
Repr
epresentation
esentation demo based on st
ster
ereo
eo imag
images
es✎
1) Install dependencies

Opencv installation on ubuntu:
First, make sure you have some dependencies for opencv itself:

✎
✎

sudo apt-get install build-essential
sudo apt-get install cmake git libgtk2.0-dev pkg-config libavcodec-dev
libavformat-dev libswscale-dev

Next, create any directory for it to contain your opencv installation, cd into it and grab
the source code:
cd /path/to/desired/opencv/install/location
git clone --branch 3.4 https://github.com/opencv/opencv.git

Then create a build directory and configure (don’t forget to replace the path in the
cmake command to the folder you downloaded the source code in):
cd ~/opencv
mkdir build
cd build
cmake -DOpenCV_DIR="/path/to/desired/opencv/install/location/opencv/
build" ../
make -j7

2) Download rrequir
equired
ed code and data ttoo run an eexample
xample

✎
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Here’s the link to download some sample data (stereo images) and the stixel-world demo : link
3) Run the liv
livee demo

✎

Uncompress the downloaded tarball to your preferred location and cd into it. To start
the live demo:
./stixelworld goodWeather/2010-05-03_080828/images/img_c0_%09d.pgm
goodWeather/2010-05-03_080828/images/img_c1_%09d.pgm ../camera.xml

Here’s an example of what you should see:
Figure 13.6

UNIT A-14

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: T
Tow
owar
ards
ds Semantic Mapping in Duckiet
Duckietown:
own:
Building a map of Duckiet
Duckietown
own lanes
14.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• How to associate semantics to the roads in duckietown: represent the world in
terms of lines and their colors
• Use a different line detector which can provide descriptors rather than the one
from the Software stack
• Use odometry information to estimate the robot’s position
• Filter spurious lines and smooth odometry estimates
• Combine odometry and line detections to build a map
• Visualize the line-based semantic map built by your duckiebot using rviz
• Use what you know to make the map better (ongoing)
You can run all of this over your favourite log!

14.2. Intr
Introduction
oduction

✎

In this demo, we aim at building a map of the duckietown roads based on a log previously obtained on a duckiebot. The idea is to make use of the very controlled environment of Duckietown to help us make our map. Moreover, we want to have semantic
meanings in our map which could later on help for different tasks. This leads us to
building a 2D map of the lanes which compose the roads of Duckietown, which can
be improved thanks to the use of prior knowledge of the environment. To obtain this
map, we use many modules which can be independently modified and are combined
using ROS.

14.3. Expect
Expected
ed rresults
esults

✎

By the end of this demo, you should be able to visualize a map of the colored lanes
which were seen by the duckiebot whose log you are using, as illustrated below:

(b) Map after 15 seconds
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EXERCISE: TOWARDS SEMANTIC MAPPING IN DUCKIETOWN: BUILDING
MAP OF DUCKIETOWN LANES

A

(d) Map after 30 seconds

(f) Map after 60 seconds
Figure 14.2. Examples of expected visualizations at different time steps:

14.4. Instructions

✎

1) Pr
Prer
erequisit
equisites
es

✎

As mentioned, we build a map on a log of a duckiebot. To run the following demo,
you’ll need the following:
• An actual log (a .bag file), in which the image seen by the robot is recorded (probably using the ros-picam node), as well as some source of odometry (in our code we
use the published executed wheel commands). Here is a log file you can use which
has the required information: rosbag file.
• A computer with ROS Kinetic.
• The lane-slam repository which you can download and build with the following
commands:

EXERCISE: TOWARDS SEMANTIC MAPPING IN DUCKIETOWN: BUILDING
MAP OF DUCKIETOWN LANES

A
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cd ~
git clone https://github.com/mandanasmi/lane-slam.git
cd lane-slam
catkin build
source devel/setup.bash

2) Short
Shortcut
cut ttoo run the whole thing quickly and easily

✎

If you want to see the actual output of our solution quickly, we provide a launch file
which runs every necessary node. To directly visualize the map you can run the following, replacing the duckiebot_name by the one in your log :
roslaunch show_map show_map_complete.launch veh:=duckiebot_name

You can now play your log and you should see the map being build.
Now to see how we got there you curious duck, read the following sections! You can
actually modify or replace every module, and run them individually to obtain the
map construction.
3) Ov
Overview
erview of the modules

✎

Many different modules are used to build the lane map we plan to obtain. Here is a
list of which modules we have and how they are combined:
• Line detector module: takes an image input and outputs detected lines.
• Line descriptor module: takes line segments from the detector and produces descriptors.
• Ground projection module: takes line segments from the detector and outputs its
2D position on the ground relative to the robot.
• Line sanity module: takes ground projected segments and filters out some incoherent segments.
• Odometry module: takes an input from the logs (in our case wheel commands)
and produces an estimate of the duckiebot’s position.
• Show map module: takes the estimated position from odometry and the ground
projected lines to build and display a map of the lines.
You will find more detailed descriptions of every module below, as well as instructions to experiment with them.
4) Line Det
Detect
ector
or ((lane_slam/src/line_detector))

✎

Explanation:
This package is an enhanced version of the line_detector from the Duckietown
lane_control stack. This node subscribes to a topic that publishes a CompressedImage message type, detects line segments in that image, and publishes the detected
line segments, their normals, color, and position information in the form of a SegmentList message.
Our modifications: We adapt the original line_detector package to include a new
line segment detector LSD. This detector gets far more stable and longer line segments compared to HoughLines , which seems to be the default.
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Run it:
To set up all you need to run the node, assume your duckiebot name is neo. Neo publishes camera info to a topic named /neo/camera_node (i.e., the topic that line_detector_node will subscribe to is /neo/camera_node/image/compressed ). It also has a
bunch of line detector parameters that are available in the file lane-slam/src/duckietown/config/baseline/line_detector/line_detector_node/default.yaml

To run this node using roslaunch , execute the following command (on your laptop),
replacing neo by the appropriate name.
roslaunch line_detector line_detector_node.launch veh:=neo local:=true

5) Line Descript
Descriptor
or ((lane_slam/src/line_descriptor))

✎

Explanation:
This package uses OpenCV functions to compute binary descriptors for a bunch of
line segments, to help in matching/associating lines. Currently, this functionality is
in beta, but people are welcome to play around with the code in here.
6) Gr
Ground
ound pr
projection
ojection ((lane_slam/src/ground_projection))

✎

Explanation:
This package is a copy of the ground_projection module from the Duckietown software stack. It takes in a list of line segments detected in the image and projects them
onto the 3D ground plane using a homography matrix computed based on the extrinsic calibration parameters.
Run it:
To ensure that the node runs, you must have the following.
1. The robot’s (eg. neo’s) extrinsic parameters must be placed in lane-slam/
duckietown/config/baseline/calibration/camera_extrinsic/
neo.yaml .
2. Edit
lane-slam/src/ground_projection/launch/ground_projection.launch . Around line 13, where the ground_projection node is being launched, set the topic names. ~lineseglist_in should contain the name
of a topic to which line segments detected in an image are published to. (This is, in
most cases, the topic to which the line_detector node publishes). ~cali_image should contain a topic onto which the raw image is published (eg. /neo/camera_node/image/raw ), and camera_info is a topic onto which camera info
is published (eg. /neo/camera_node/camera_info )
When this is all set, run the following, replacing neo with your duckiebot name.
roslaunch ground_projection ground_projection.launch veh:=neo

This node will publish a message of type SegmentList , which contains a list of
ground-projected line segments (i.e., line segments on the 3D ground plane), with
a topic name /neo/ground_projection/lineseglist_out_lsd (assuming neo is the
name of the Duckiebot)
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7) Line sanity ((lane_slam/src/line_sanity))
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✎

Explanation:
This package takes in ground-projected line segments and filters out spurious lines.
It subscribes to a topic that publishes a SegmentList message type, applies filters,
and publishes the filtered line segments to another topic filtered_segments_lsd
(again, as a SegmentList message type).
Run it:
To ensure this node works, you need to set up the following topics in lane-slam/src/
line_sanity/launch/line_sanity.launch . Assume your duckiebot is named neo.
1. By default, the line_sanity_node publishes to the topic /neo/
line_sanity_node/filtered_segments_lsd . If you need it to publish it to
another topic, open line_sanity.launch (in the launch directory of the
line_sanity package). Around lines 5-7, where the line_sanity_node is
being launched, add in a remap command.
<remap from="~filtered_segments_lsd" to="name/of/topic/you/want/to/
publish/to" />

1. By default, the line_sanity_node subscribes to the topic /neo/
ground_projection/lineseglist_out_lsd . If you need it to publish it to
another topic, open line_sanity.launch (in the launch directory of the
line_sanity package). Around lines 5-7, where the line_sanity_node is
being launched, add in a remap command.
<remap from="/neo/ground_projection/lineseglist_out_lsd" to="name/of/
topic/you/want/to/subscribe/to" />

IMPORTANT: This node will only work if the SegmentList that the node subscribes
to has already been ground-projected. Else, there will be several ValueError s.
Types of spurious lines filtered out:
1. Lines behind the robot
2. Lines that are not white or yellow, and cannot be confidently classified as being
left or right edges of a white or yellow line (we ignore RED lines for now).
3. Lines that are farther ahead from the robot, above a certain distance threshold.
4. All lines that do not satisfy a certain angular threshold.
8) Odometry ((lane_slam/src/odometry))

✎

Explanation:
The odometry module’s goal is to produce an estimate of the duckiebot’s position.
We provide a package which does so based on the wheels_cmd , but you can easily
replace our package by your one which produces position estimations.
The dynamics of the differential drive which is used on the duckiebots is known and
therefore we can use wheel commands to estimate velocity and angle of the duckiebot.
We reuse the code provided in this instructional exercise in our package.
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We subscribe to the /duckiebot_name/wheels_driver_node/wheels_cmd_executed
topic which gives us a WheelsCmdStamped message.
We run the kinematics and then publish the estimated position as a tf frame relation
between the /duck frame, and the global frame /map .
Run it:
You can run the odometry node and our visualization using the following command,
replacing duckiename by the name of the duckiebot associated to your logs:
roslaunch odometry odometry odometry.launch veh:=$duckiename

You can check that the frame is well published and read the right values using the
folling command in a new terminal :
rosrun tf tf_echo map duck

9) Show Map ((lane_slam/src/show_map))

✎

Explanation:
The show_map module takes position information and detected, projected and filtered lines and uses rviz to produce a visualization of the lanes map.
The current position of the robot is used through the tf frame /duck , and the lines
are obtained from the /duckiebot_name/line_sanity_node/filtered_segments_lsd
topic.
The lines arrive as a SegmentList and are published through a rviz Marker producing a LINE_STRIP , published in the /duck frame.
Run it:
You can run the show_map node using our launch file, which also runs rviz with
the right configuration. You must change the duckiebot_name to the one you have
in your logs.
roslaunch show_map show_map_node.launch veh:=duckiebot_name

With the log and other previous nodes running, you should see the map being built.

14.5. Futur
Futuree impr
improv
ovements
ements

✎

There are several ways in which people can extend our codebase. We have built stubs
for most of these functionalities.
1. Still better line detection: Train a neural network to detect lines? Or better,
have an ensemble of traditional and learnt components in parallel? This is one avenue where there’s a lot of room for improvement. Any new line detection method
can be implemented as a class in the line_detector package. For an example look
at line_detector_lsd.py . There are a bunch of methods you can implement, and
voila! A new line detector is born.
2. Magic filters: The line_sanity package has a number of magic filters that help
filter out spurious line segments. One can implement any number of fancy filters to
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provide more advanced functionality.
3. Graph optimization: One way people can use the odometry provided here is to
construct a pose graph using popular graph optimization libraries such as g2o and
GTSAM . AprilTags, or other cues that solve the place recognition/relocalization problems can be used to induce loop closure constraints, and the optimized graph can
result in a much more stable, accurate reconstruction.
4. Prior knowledge: Extending the above note on graph optimization, one can bake
in prior knowledge about Duckietown into the graph optimization pipeline (in two
ways). The first way involves imposing prior knowledge at the frontend-level. The
magic filters can now take into account priors that stipulate a well-set road line topology (eg. there must only be one yellow strip at the center of the road; other spurious
line detections there must be suppressed, etc.). The second way involves imposing
prior knowledge as constraints in the backend pose-graph. This could include the
constraints that most turns are 90 degrees, or that the same AprilTag is observed, and
the like.
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UNIT A-15

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Git and con
convventions

✎

UNIT A-16

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Use our API for arguments
16.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• Learn about the command-line API that we have in Duckietown,

16.2. Instructions

✎

We have a useful API that makes it easy to create programs with command line arguments.

16.3. Useful new API learned
• Our API for command line arguments.

✎
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UNIT A-17

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Bouncing ball
17.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• Show how to visualize data on a bag.
• Programmatic generation of images.
• Timestamps generation.

17.2. Instructions

✎

Create a program
$ bag-bounce --fps fps --speed speed

that shows a bouncing ball on the screen, as if it were a billiard

Useful new API learned
• Our API for command line arguments.

✎

UNIT A-18

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Visualizing data on imag
imagee
18.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• Show how to superimpose data on an image.

18.2. Instruction
Write an implementation of

✎

bag-mark-spots .

18.3. Specif
Specification
ication for bag-mark-spots

✎

Create a program that for each image, finds the pixels that are closest to a certain color, and creates as the output a big red, yellow white spot on them.
$ bag-mark-spots --input bag in --mark "[[255,0,0],255,0,0]," --size
5 --output [bag out]
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UNIT A-19

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Mak
Makee that int
intoo a node
19.1. Learned skills

✎

✎

• Abstracting code in interfaces that can be reused.
• Launch files.

19.2. Instructions

✎

Abstract the analysis above in a way that the same analysis code can be run equally
from a bag or on the laptop.
Make a ROS node and two launch files:
• One runs everything on the Duckiebot, and the output is visualized on the laptop.
• One runs the processing on the laptop.

UNIT A-20

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Instagr
Instagram
am with EasyAlg
EasyAlgoo int
interface
erface
20.1. Learned skills

✎

✎

• Use of our Duckietown API for abstracting algorithms.

20.2. Instructions
We define the interface

✎

InstagramFilter

and the EasyAlgo configuration files.

20.3. See documentation

✎

20.4. Use in yyour
our code

✎

Write a node using the EasyNode framework that decides which filters to run given
the configuration.
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UNIT A-21

Milest
Milestone:
one: Illumination in
invvariance (anti-instagr
(anti-instagram)
am)

✎

UNIT A-22

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Launch ffiles
iles basics
22.1. Learned skills
• Launch files

✎

✎
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UNIT A-23

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Unit ttests
ests
23.1. Learned skills

✎

✎

• Write unit tests that can be integrated in our framework.

23.2. Unit ttests
ests with noset
nosetests
ests

✎

• Unit tests

23.3. Unit
Unitee ttests
ests with R
ROS
OS ttests
ests

✎

• Integration with ROS tests

23.4. Unit
Unitee ttests
ests with compt
comptests
ests

✎

UNIT A-24

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: P
Par
aramet
ameters
ers (standar
(standard
dR
ROS
OS api)
24.1. Learned skills
• Reading parameters
• Dynamic modification of parameters

✎

✎
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UNIT A-25

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: P
Par
aramet
ameters
ers (our API)
25.1. Learned skills
• Use Duckietown API

✎

✎

UNIT A-26

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Place rrecognition
ecognition abstr
abstraction
action
26.1. Learned skills

✎

✎

• …

26.2. Instructions

✎

We use the following interface:
class FeatureDescription():
def feature(self, image):
""" returns a "feature description" """
def feature_compare(feature1, feature2):
pass

We also provide a basic skeleton.

26.3. Try a basic featur
feature:
e:

✎

Simplest feature: average color.
class AverageColor(FeatureDescription):
def feature(self, image):
return np.mean(image)
def feature_mismatch(f1, f2)
return np.abs(f1-f2)

Compute the similarity matrix for the
$ similarity --feature average_color --input input.bag
dirname

26.4. Bot
Botttom line

--output

✎
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UNIT A-27

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: P
Par
arallel
allel pr
processing
ocessing
27.1. Learned skills

✎

✎

• Do things faster in parallel.

27.2. Instructions
We introduce the support for parallel processing that we have in the APIs.

✎

UNIT A-28

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: A
Adding
dding new ttest
est ttoo int
integr
egration
ation ttests
ests
28.1. Learned skills

✎

✎

• Do things faster in parallel.

28.2. Instructions

✎

28.3. Bot
Botttom line

✎

28.4. Milest
Milestone:
one: Lane following

✎
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UNIT A-29

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: localization

✎

UNIT A-30

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Ducks in a rrow
ow

✎
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UNIT A-31

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Comparison of PID

✎

UNIT A-32

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: RR
RRT
T

✎
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UNIT A-33

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Contr
Control
ol yyour
our Duckiebot

✎

Goal: Apply a control strategy to make a Duckiebot drive in a lane.
Requir
equires:
es: A calibrated (camera and odometry) and charged Duckiebot in configuration DB18 , a laptop and an internet connection.
Recommended: Basic knowledge of Algebra and Control Theory.
Results: Your own implementation of a controller.

33.1. Pr
Preliminaries:
eliminaries: Get
Getting
ting the math right

✎

A simple model for a Duckiebot could be:

State:

Input:

Dynamics:

The LTI system:

33.2. Deriv
Derivation
ation of a PI contr
controller
oller
Augment states with integrals:

✎
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Augmented system:

We close the loop with:

33.3. Our belov
beloved
ed pipeline

✎

For this exercise, we will use a different controller rather than the standard one used in
the lane_controller_node .

33.4. Contr
Controller
oller ttemplat
emplatee

✎
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Figure 33.2

33.5. Get the Code

✎

Pull the code from https://github.com/![your docker username]/Software/tree/sysidinto-master-merge
Not
ote:
e: Make sure you are on the sysid-into-master-merge branch.
Make sure your DOCKER_HOST is set to nothing:
$ export DOCKER_HOST=

Then login in to your Dockerhub account with
$ docker login

33.6. Mak
Makee yyour
our own Dock
Docker
er Imag
Imagee
Edit your controller in ~/Software/exercises/controls_exercise/controller.py
Navigate to duckietown root (~/Software) on your computer, then
$ docker build -t your docker username /rpi-duckiebot- your image
name : your tag .

Don’t forget the period at the end. Push the image to your Docker Hub account:
$ docker push your docker username /rpi-duckiebot- your image
name : your tag

✎

EXERCISE: CONTROL

YOUR
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33.7. How ttoo launch yyour
our own contr
controller
oller

✎

First you will need to run the docker image created for this exercise.
Not
ote:
e: Make sure your ros-picam and joystick containers are off.
$ docker -H hostname .local run -it --net host --privileged -v
/data:/data --name lane_follower_exercise your docker
username /rpi-duckiebot- your image name : your tag /bin/bash

Once this is running, launch the controller inside the container with:
laptop-container $ roslaunch duckietown_demos
lane_following_exercise.launch /exercise/sampling_factor:=1.0 /exercise/
time_delay:=0.0 /exercise/omega_sat:=100

On your lapt
laptop
op Run
it with s .

dts keyboard_control , enter autonomous mode pressing

33.8. How ttoo do small modif
modifications
ications

a

, stop

✎

First, ssh into the container with:
$ docker exec -it lane_follower_exercise /bin/bash

Then use a text editor to edit your file, i.e.
container $ vim your/path /[your file]

33.9. Refer
eferences
ences

✎

This exercise is adapted from the Lane Following Demo so look there if something in
this exercise is unclear. Deliverables are TBD but most likely your controller.py
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UNIT A-34

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Who w
wat
atches
ches the w
wat
atchmen?
chmen? (optional)
34.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• Awareness that this is a losing game.

34.2. Instructions

✎

A good exercise is writing image-ops-tester yourself.
However, we already gave you a copy of image-ops-tester , which you used in the
previous step, so there is not much of a challenge. So, let’s go one level up, and consider…

34.3. image-ops-tester-tester specif
specification
ication

✎

Write a program image-ops-tester-tester that tests whether a program conforms
to the specification of a image-ops-tester given in Section 2.5 - Testing it works
with image-ops-tester.
The image-ops-tester-tester program is called as follows:
$ image-ops-tester-tester candidate-image-ops-tester

This must return:
• 0 if the candidate conforms to the specification;
• 1 if it doesn’t;
• another error code if other errors arise.

34.4. Testing it w
works
orks with image-ops-tester-tester-tester✎
We provide you with a helpful program called image-ops-tester-tester-tester
that makes sure that a candidate script conforms to the specification of an imageops-tester-tester .
Use it as follows:
$ image-ops-tester-tester-tester candidate image-ops-tester-tester

This should return 0 if everything is ok, or different than 0 otherwise.

Bot
Botttom line
Even if things are tested, you can never be sure that the tests themselves work.

✎

PAR
ART
TB

Visual Odometry oper
operations
ations

✎
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UNIT B-1

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Using Vicon data

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: Vicon motion capture system including Vicon Bonita infrared cameras, Vicon Active Wand (T-shaped), Vicon software installed on a Vicon server
and Wifi network.
Results: you can publish Vicon data (ground truth) of an object to the ROS network.

(b) Vicon Bonita camera

(d) Vicon area with 12 Bonita cameras

Figure 1.2. Vicon system

1.1. Vicon setup

✎

This part will show briefly how to set up a Vicon system.
1) Vicon T
Trrack
acker
er

✎

On the Vicon server (Windows), launch the Vicon Tracker application and make
sure that all the cameras are connected (green).

Figure 1.4. Vicon Tracker

2) Calibr
Calibration
ation

✎

Use the Active Wand to calibrate the Vicon system as in the current Vicon Tracker
User Guide

EXERCISE: USING VICON

(b) Calibration

DATA
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(d) Vicon Active Wand

Figure 1.6. Vicon calibration

3) Set the vvolume
olume origin

✎

Place the Active Wand at the desired origin and set it in Vicon Tracker

Figure 1.8. Set the volume origin

4) Vicon data sampling fr
frequency
equency

✎

The default sampling frequency is 100Hz. You can change the requested frame rate
up to 250Hz.
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Figure 1.10. Sampling frequency

The Vicon system is now ready to be used.

1.2. Cr
Creat
eatee a Vicon object

✎

1) Vicon mark
marker
er placement

✎

Place at least three markers on the object that you want to track.

(b) Good placement of markers

(d) Bad placement of markers

Figure 1.12. Example of Vicon marker placement for 2D object. Why is the second marker placement
(4 markers) not good? Answer: Due to symetrical structure, Vicon can not distinguish the head and
the tail of the object. The position is always good but the heading angle can be deviated by 180 deg.

2) Cr
Creat
eatee a Vicon object
Select the markers that define the object and click
Vicon Tracker application (Figure 1.14).

✎

Create

in the Objects tab of the

EXERCISE: USING VICON

DATA
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Figure 1.14. Creating an object

You can also change the origin and the orientation of the object as documented here.
Vicon uses the standard engineering coordinate system of axe - forward (Red),
axe - right (Green), axe - up (Blue).
3) Check the Vicon Data

✎

Finally, you can track your object with Vicon and trace its pose as shown in Figure
1.16

Figure 1.16. Tracking an object

1.3. Vicon and R
ROS
OS

✎

1) Install R
ROS
OS int
interface
erface and dependencies

✎

You can use the ROS interface for VRPN Client.
Go to your workspace, clone and build this repo and its dependencies:
$
$
$
$
$
$

cd your_ws /src
git clone https://github.com/MRASL/ros_vrpn_client
git clone https://github.com/ethz-asl/vrpn_catkin
git clone https://github.com/catkin/catkin_simple.git
git clone https://github.com/ethz-asl/glog_catkin.git
cd .. & catkin build

2) Publishing Vicon data ttoo the R
ROS
OS N
Netw
etwork
ork

✎
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Run the node

vrpn_client

using the launch file

DATA

mrasl_vicon_duckiebot

$ roslaunch ros_vrpn_client mrasl_vicon_duckiebot.launch
object_name:= vicon_object_name

This launch file is a copy of the original asl_vicon.launch , using for the object
con_object_name and the Vicon server IP 192.168.1.200.
Using rostopic list , you can see the following topics from Vicon:
/duckiebot_razor/vrpn_client/estimated_odometry
/duckiebot_razor/vrpn_client/estimated_transform
/duckiebot_razor/vrpn_client/raw_transform
/duckiebot_razor/vrpn_client/vicon_intermediate_results
/rosout
/rosout_agg

vi-

UNIT B-2

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Data collection for tr
training
aining

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: You have set up a Vicon system as documented in Unit B-1 - Exercise:
Using Vicon data
Requir
equires:
es: You have built a Duckietown in a Vicon area
Requir
equires:
es: You have configured the Duckiebot
Results: Data for Visual Odometry training/testing including
• Raw data bags: compressed images at 30Hz and Vicon data at 90Hz, as here
• Synchronized data bags: raw images and ground truth at about 10Hz, as here
• Compatilble data for Deep learning: images and ground truth

Figure 2.2. Duckietown in a Vicon area

2.1. Pr
Preliminaries
eliminaries
First, make sure that you have a minimal environment, which includes:
1. Git
2. Catkin
3. ROS interface package compatible with VICON (Section 1.3 - Vicon and ROS)
4. Matlab (optional).
Go to your workspace, clone and build this repo
$ cd your_ws /src
$ git clone https://github.com/TienPoly/vo_duckiebot.git
$ cd .. & catkin build

✎
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2.2. Ra
Raw
w Data collection

✎

1) Camer
Cameraa

✎

Run the base image on the Duckiebot
$ docker -H hostname .local run -it --net host --privileged --name
base -v /data:/data duckietown/rpi-duckiebot-base:master18 /bin/bash

When the container has started, publish images through ROS on the Duckiebot using
the node camera_node (at about 30Hz)
laptop-container $ roslaunch duckietown camera.launch veh:=" hostname "
raw:="false"

You can verify the output by using the ROS utilities:
$ export ROS_MASTER_URI=http:// hostname .local:11311/
$ rqt_image_view

2) Joystick

✎

Making your Duckiebot move as documented here
$ docker -H hostname .local run -dit --privileged --name joystick
--network=host -v /data:/data duckietown/
rpi-duckiebot-joystick-demo:master18

3) Vicon

✎

Publish Vicon data according to Section 1.3 - Vicon and ROS (at about 90Hz to ensure
that the ground truth information is always available for each image)
$ export ROS_MASTER_URI=http://hostname.local:11311/
$ roslaunch ros_vrpn_client mrasl_vicon_duckiebot.launch
object_name:= vicon_object_name

4) Recor
ecord
d data

✎

$ export ROS_MASTER_URI=http://hostname.local:11311/
$ rosbag record / hostname /camera_node/camera_info
/ hostname /camera_node/image/compressed
/ vicon_object_name /vrpn_client/estimated_odometry

Example of raw data bags can be found here.

2.3. Decoding and synchr
synchronization
onization

✎

EXERCISE: DATA

COLLECTION FOR TRAINING

1) Ra
Raw
w imag
images
es
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✎

Due to limited computation, the node decoder_node is run on the Duckiebot at very
low frequency (2Hz). To get more images for deep learning, you have to run this node
on a local desktop.
Run the roscore node and play back the content of your raw data bag (another terminal)
$ roscore
$ rosbag play your_bag .bag

Run the node

decoder_node

at 10Hz

$ cd `your_ws` && source devel/setup.bash
$ roslaunch vo_duckiebot decoder_node.launch veh:=" hostname "
param_file_name:="decoder_10Hz"

You can specify the parameter
cies.

param_file_name

to publish raw images at other frequen-

2) Synchornization

✎

Run the node data_syn_node to subscribe and republish the raw images and the
ground truth information at the same frequency (as soon as new raw image becomes
available)
$ cd project_VO_ws && source devel/setup.bash
$ roslaunch vo_duckiebot data_syn.launch veh:="hostname"
veh_vicon:="duckiebot_hostname"

3) Recor
ecord
d new data

✎

$ cd `your_ws` && source devel/setup.bash
$ rosbag record / hostname /camera_node/image/raw
/ hostname /vicon_republish/pose

Example of synchronized data bags can be found here

2.4. Data eexport
xport

✎

1) Extr
Extract
act imag
images
es fr
from
om yyour
our bag ffile
ile

✎

Run the Python script
using your bag file.

bag2img.py

in the folder your_ws /src/vo_duckiebot/tools/
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$ cd your_ws /src/vo_duckiebot/tools/
$ ./bag2img.py your_bag .bag your_image_folder /
/ hostname /camera_node/image/raw

Example of extracted images can be found here
2) Cr
Creat
eatee tteext ffiles
iles (gr
(ground
ound truth information) fr
from
om yyour
our bag ffile
ile

✎

Run the Matlab script script_to_run.m in the folder your_ws /src/vo_duckiebot/
tools/ with your bag file.
Example of text files can be found here

2.5. Modif
Modified
ied heading angle

✎

1) Quat
Quaternion
ernion ttoo E
Euler
uler angles pr
problem
oblem

✎

The atan2 function is used to calculate the Duckiebot heading angle from the quaternion given by Vicon. Therefore, the range of this angle is
. This constraint
can cause a data jump from
to
as shown in Figure 2.4 of the test case
alex_3small_loops.

Figure 2.4. Modified heading angle

2) Modif
Modified
ied yyaaw angle

✎

When there is a data jump, the heading angle is modified by adding
. The modified
angle is now continuous (Figure 2.4) and compatible for the training process.

UNIT B-3

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: T
Trraditional V
VO
O ttest
est

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: You have finished Unit B-2 - Exercise: Data collection for training.
Results: Predicted poses of test data using Deep learning based VO.

3.1. Pr
Preliminaries
eliminaries

✎

First, make sure that you have a minimal environment, which includes:
1. Git
2. Catkin
Go to your workspace, clone and build this repo
$ cd your_ws /src
$ git clone https://github.com/TienPoly/viso2.git
$ cd .. & catkin build

3.2. Publish imag
images
es

✎

There are two options for this step.
1) Online

✎

Directly from camera of your Duckiebot as given here
2) Offline

✎

Running the commands below using the rosbag data like a313.bag
$ roscore
$ rosbag play your_bag .bag

3.3. Run Viso2

✎

Launch Viso2 by running this command.
$ roslaunch viso2_ros mono.launch veh:= vehicle_name

If you use the example rosbag given above ( a313.bag ), the
is a313 .

3.4. Check yyour
our rresults
esults

vehicle_name

to be used

✎
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Once, Viso2 starts, you can use the ROS utilities
plot to view the result as in Figure 3.2.

TEST

rqt_image_view

and

rqt_mulit-

Figure 3.2. Viso2 example

You can checkout the Viso2 output of the given rosbag data ( a313.bag ) in this video.

UNIT B-4

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Deep learning based V
VO
O ttest
est

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: You have finished Unit B-2 - Exercise: Data collection for training.
Results: Predicted poses of test data using Deep learning based VO.

4.1. Adding the datasets ttoo yyour
our Google driv
drivee

✎

In order to run the DeepVO experiments using the Colab notebook, the data is required to added to your Google Drive. If you don’t have a Vicon system to collect data
yourself, you can use our datasets in this exercise.
Go to this link and click on “Add to my Drive”.
We collected data as we described in Unit B-2 - Exercise: Data collection for training
and you can run DeepVO on the two datasets given here corressponding to different
shapes of the trajectories :
• Two Loops
• Eight
If you use dataset(s) other than the ones used here in the examples, you can use this
Colab notebook to compute the mean and standard deviation of the data for normalization.
You can checkout more details about the DeepVO implementation here

4.2. Two Loops

✎

You can follow the intruction on this Colab notebook and the expected results are
documented here.

(b) Ground truth

(d) Deep learning based VO

Figure 4.2. Example of DeepVO - 2 Loops

4.3. Eight

✎

You can follow the intruction on this Colab notebook and the expected results are
documented here.
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(b) Ground truth

LEARNING BASED

VO

TEST

(d) Deep learning based VO

Figure 4.4. Example of DeepVO - Eight

With the neural networks here, you can run more tests using other data and changing the hyperparameters to obtain even better results, especially the “Eight” trajectory.

UNIT B-5

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: T
Trrain an object det
detect
ector
or

✎

Assigned tto:
o: Orlando Marquez and Jon Plante

5.1. Skills learned
•
•
•
•

✎

Label images from Duckietown logs to perform object detection
Prepare data to train a neural network that performs object detection: YOLO
Train YOLO on labelled images
Run the object detector on images or videos

5.2. Motiv
Motivation
ation

✎

YOLO is a real-time object detection system with a small footprint, if using tiny
YOLO, which is a version of the YOLO architecture that has fewer convolutional layers. The size of the trained weights of tiny YOLO is less than 50 Mb.
An object detection system can form the basis of a more complex pipeline, for instance, when doing SLAM. Below, we provide instructions on how to train tiny
YOLO on 4 classes of objects:
1. Duckiebots
2. Duckies
3. Stop signs
4. Road signs
We hope to make it easier for anyone to train a Duckietown object detection system
on more classes and with more data (to improve accuracy).

5.3. Instructions

✎

Clone the Github repository forked from YOLO’s repository:
$ git clone https://github.com/marquezo/darknet

This repository contains the YOLO files, a dataset that we created and tools to train
an object detection system.
1) Cr
Creating
eating a dataset

✎

We include a small dataset of 420 images data_4_classes.tar.gz and provide tools
to expand this dataset or create a new one with the classes of objects you want to detect.
First, if you are using the Duckietown logs, you will see that many of the images are
blurry. Some of them are too blurry for anything useful to be learned. The script detect_blurry_img.py uses a Laplacien filter to determine if an image is blurry.
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$ python detect_blurry_img.py input_folder
non_blurry_folder threshold

blurry_folder

The arguments are:
• input_folder : directory of all images you want to classify as blurry. We grab all
files ending with .jpg or .jpeg
• blurry_folder : directory where blurry images will be copied to
• non_blurry_folder : directory where non blurry images will be copied to
• threshold : default is 200, the higher the threshold, the stricter the classifier is on
blurry images
After executing this script the directory non_blurry_folder will contain the nonblurry images that we can train on.
We also provide a script to label images: label_data.py .
$ python label_data.py input_folder

output_folder

You need to execute pip install easygui if you don’t have easygui installed. Right
now, it allows labelling up to 4 classes but it can be easily expanded. The arguments
are:
• input_folder : directory of images that you want to label
• output_folder : directory where labelled images will be moved to and where the
corresponding label file will be saved
This script will show you all files with extension jpg or jpeg . For each image, you
can draw a rectangle around the object you want to label. To finish labelling an image
press control+c when on the picture, or enter 0 as the class of an object. This object
will not be in the label file, and the program will go to the next image. Classes start
at 1 in the input dialog box but in the label file it starts at 0. The label file is a txt file
in YOLO format with the same name as the image file. To quit, just press control+c
in the command prompt.
Finally, we provide a script to ensure that the labels work as expected: check_annotation.py .
$ python check_annotation.py image_path

label_path

The arguments are:
• image_path : image that will be checked
• label_path : file that contains labels
This script will show the image and the bounding boxes represented by the labels
found in label_path . Classes with different labels will have different colors. Press
any key to close the window showing the image.
2) Pr
Preparing
eparing the dataset

✎

To proceed, you need to have a directory with two sub-directories frames and labels , the first containing the images and the other containing the corresponding labels. From there we want to create directories that we will use to train YOLO. We

EXERCISE: TRAIN
provide a script named

AN OBJECT DETECTOR

create_datasets.py
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that creates the required directories:

$ python create_datasets.py raw_data_folder
percentage_training

data_folder

The arguments are:
• raw_data_folder : directory containing two sub-directories frames and labels ,
the former containing the images ( .jpg files) and the latter has the labels ( .txt
files)
• data_folder : directory where we want to create three directories trainset ,
validset and testset
• percentage_training : how much of the data to use for training, between 80 and
90. The validation set and the test set will contain the rest of the examples, equally
divided.
After execution, you need to create two other files that will be required during training
$ ls data_folder /trainset/*.jpg > data_folder /train.txt
$ ls data_folder /validset/*.jpg > data_folder /valid.txt

We provide a sample bash script that performs all the steps to prepare the data. It is
called prepdata .
3) Pr
Prepar
eparee the Y
YOL
OLO
O conf
config
ig ffiles
iles

✎

Now that the datasets have been created, we need to create the YOLO configuration
files. These are:
• File containing the class names ( classname_file )
• File specifying where the training/validation sets are as well as where to save the
weights during training ( data_file )
• File specifying the neural network architecture to use ( architecture_file )
To start the training, we need to call:
$ ./darknet detector train data_file
pretrained_weights

architecture_file

The data_file is important as this specifies the data to use while training. Our file in
the above repository has the following lines and it follows the YOLO convention:
train = duckiestuff/train.txt
valid = duckiestuff/valid.txt
names = data/duckie-multi.names
backup = duckie_backup

You can look at the repository to get an idea of what the files train.txt and
valid.txt look like: lists of image paths. The file referenced by names is the classname_file , which in our case looks like the following since we are training on 4 class-
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es:
bot
duckie
stop_sign
road_sign

These are the 4 classes of objects we are training on. An example label file is duckiestuff/trainset/100_000151.txt with a corresponding image file duckiestuff/
trainset/100_000151.jpg . Note that they have to be in the same directory. The label
for this image is specified as follows:
2 0.4 0.22 0.02 0.1
3 0.75 0.22 0.03 0.1
1 0.99 0.44 0.03 0.07

Each line of this file refers to an object. There are 5 elements in the YOLO label, each
separated by a space. Note that all values are normalized by the image width and
height to be between 0 and 1.0.
1. Class ID (in the same order as in the file containing the class names). Class 0 is
bot in our case, class 1 is duckie and so on
2. x coordinate for the center of the object in the image
3. y coordinate for the center of the object in the image
4. object width
5. object height
Lastly, there is the architecture_file , which specifies the number of convolutional
layers to use and has to match the number of classes we are trying to detect. We simply copy cfg/yolov3-tiny.cfg and make the following modifications:
1. Change lines 127 and 171 to filters=27 as we have 4 classes. The formula is filters=(classes + 5)*3
2. Change lines 135 and 177 to classes=4 as we are training 4 classes
4) Training

✎

For the training steps, refer to the following Google Colab, which you can copy and
modify. This Colab starts by cloning the same repository as above.
5) Testing

✎

Once we have trained weights, we can run inference on an image, as follows:
$ /darknet detector test data_file
input_image -thresh threshold

architecture_file

weights_file

The weights_file is the result of our training. The threshold parameter allows us
to tell the predictor to only output bounding boxes when it is highly confident of its
predictions. Here is an example of the bounding boxes predicted using a threshold of
0.7.

EXERCISE: TRAIN
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We can also run inference on a video file, for example a video from the Duckietown
logs. However, it needs to be run from a machine with a GPU; otherwise, the frameper-second rate will be too low.
$ ./darknet detector demo data_file
input_video

architecture_file

weights_file
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✎

UNIT C-1

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Pr
Prepar
eparee the en
envir
vironment
onment
1.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• getting started.
• use Duckietown as a platform.

1.2. Pr
Prepar
eparee the en
envir
vironment.
onment.

✎

This exercise gives you an introduction on how-to use the platform. This is done
like this:
1) Initial setup

✎

Login into your computer, turn on your Duckiebot and make sure that your computer is connected to the same network as your Duckiebot.
In order to confirm that system is booted (it may take up to 2 minutes) open the
web interface at http://vehicle_name.local:9000 where vehicle_name is the name
of your Duckiebot. If you encounter problems try to remove .local from the hostname http://vehicle_name:9000.
Open two terminals and display them next to each other. We will use one (let us
call this ) local on the computer, and the other one (let us call that one ) to
connect to the Duckiebot. When we enter into a Docker container in order to execute some commands the Docker sign ( ) will appear next to the terminal sign.
Clone the git repository in a folder CSII in your home directory.
$ git clone https://github.com/idsc-frazzoli/
CS2_2019HWexercises.git ~/CSII/

2) Connect and pr
prepar
eparee

✎

Connect to your Duckiebot
$ cd ~/CSII/
$ make -i connect- vehicle_name

Where vehicle_name is the hostname of Duckiebot. If done properly, you should
see a logo of Duckie in the terminal.
Prepare the environment of the laptop
$ cd ~/CSII/
$ source prepare-CSII.sh
$ make copy-to- vehicle_name

Not
ote:
e: This command will erase previous work in CSII folder on Duckiebot!
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3) Get familiar with yyour
our Duckiebot:

✎

On your Duckiebot, start the execution of exercise 1:
$ make csii-ex1-1

This will take about 30s.
In the meantime, start the virtual joystick on your computer:
$ dts duckiebot keyboard_control vehicle_name

A new window will open. Whenever the window focus is on that window, you’re
able to steer your Duckiebot using the following keys:
KEY
MO
MOVEMENT
VEMENT
ARROWKEYSSteer your Duckiebot
A
Steer your Duckiebot
S
Stop lane followin
Q
Quit the virtual joystick
As soon as both the virtual joystick and exercise 1 are running, let your Duckiebot
follow the lanes by placing it into a road and hitting A while your window focus
is on the virtual joystick. Be ready to press S in case your Duckiebot moves out of
the lane or you need to stop it for some other reason.
Congratulations, your Duckiebot is now using a P-controller to stay inside the
lanes!
4) Tuning a P
P-contr
-controller
oller

✎

As you for sure have realized, this P-controller isn’t a very good solution - the
Duckiebot reacts very slow and it leaves the lanes after a curve. This happens due
to the low gain of the controller used in controller-1.py from which follows a very
long settling time. As a first step, we would like to increase the gain of the P-controller.
For this, first stop the execution of exercise 1 on your Duckiebot by pressing Ctrl C inside the terminal
.
Stop the execution of the virtual joystick by pressing Q while the window focus is
on it ( ).
Note that you need to restart the virtual joystick every time you start the execution
of an exercise.
Open Atom on your computer (Double click on Desktop icon), then File
Add
project folder and choose CSII in home folder.
Navigate to Ex
Exer
ercises/HWEx
cises/HWExer
ercise1
cise1 and edit the file named contr
controller
oller-1.py
-1.py.
After editing, save the file ( Ctrl - S in Atom) and navigate back to CSII folder in terminal to copy it on to Duckiebot.
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$ cd ~/CSII/
$ make copy-to- vehicle_name

Note that this will overwrite the content of CSII folder at Duckiebot!
In order to check that changed files are copied to Duckiebot open the file with vim
vim.
$ vim CSII/Exercises/HWExercise1/controller-1.py

To exit vim without changes press Esc , type :q! and press Enter . If you want to edit
the file press I , you will notice that the keyword Insert will appear in the bottom
of the terminal. To save changes and exit, first leave the Insert mode by typing Esc
then type :x and press Enter .
CSII folder in the Duckiebot can be copied to your home folder.
$ cd ~/CSII/
$ make copy-from- vehicle_name

Not
ote:
e: This will overwrite the content of CSII folder in the laptop!
Also, note that again you need to be in CSII folder.
Get familiar with this file. Basically, the function getContr
etControlOutput
olOutput is called every
time after a new image was taken and the detection and estimation algorithms
were executed. Then, it calculates what angular and linear speeds need to be given
such that the bot reaches its equilibrium. The input and output variables are described inside the file.
Adjust the gain self.k_P such that the P-controller responds more heavily. Then,
execute exercise 1b again and let your Duckiebot follow the lane (refer to point b).
Notice the difference!
$ make copy-to- vehicle_name

Not
ote:
e: That copying files will always overwrite them! We recommend to work on
your computer and and use this command to copy it to Duckiebot!
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Ex
Exer
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cise: Finding par
paramet
ameters
ers implementing a discr
discret
etee
PI-contr
PI-controller
oller
✎

2.1. Skills learned

✎

• discretize and implement a PI-controller.
• recognize implementation issues associated to integral controllers.

2.2. Mathematical Basics

✎

In order to improve the behavior of our controller from exercise 1 and eliminate
the steady state error (aka the offset from the center of the lane), we would like to
design a PI-controller and implement it in contr
controller
oller-2.py
-2.py such that the Duckiebot
has a more acceptable behavior.

Figure 2.4. Lane Pose of the Duckiebot.
Figure 2.2

The continious-time model of a Duckiebot with the states
, input
and output with the states defined as in Fig. Figure 2.4 looks like this:

With transfer function
Let

.

. A PI-controller for this system looks like

in time domain and …
in
.

2.3. P-Contr
-Controller
oller

frequency

domain,

where

✎

We are assuming that
. By using a tool of your choice (for example
https://goo.gl/EA8maj), try to find
such that
has a crossover
frequency of approximately
.

EXERCISE: FINDING
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2.4. I-Contr
I-Controller
oller
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✎

Try to find such that
has a gain margin of approximately
(this refers to a gain of the controller which is about 19 times higher than the critical minimal gain that is needed for stability).

2.5. Discr
Discretization
etization

✎

In order to implement this controller, we need to discretize it. There are several
ways to do this, including the one presented in lecture 2. Let
.A
popular method for a PI-controller found in Feedback Systems from Aström and
Murray on page 311 Computer implementation is:
where T is the time difference between two steps.
This method was used to implement a PI-controller in contr
controller
oller-2.py
-2.py. Use your
controller gains
and in contr
controller
oller-2.py
-2.py and see how it performs. Edit the file
as in exercise 1 or directly in \duckiebot with
$ make csii-edit-ex1-2

Execute it with
$ make csii-ex1-2

Then start the keyboard control in terminal as in exercise Unit C-1 - Exercise: Prepare the environment.
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UNIT C-3

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Effect of an anti-windup logic
3.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• discretize and implement a PI-controller.
• recognize implementation issues associated to integral controllers.

3.2. Basics

✎

An integral part in the controller comes with a drawback in a real system: Due to
the fact that the motors on a Duckiebot can only run up to a specific speed, we are
not able to perform unbounded high inputs demanded by the controller. Imagine
a Duckiebot with a very aggressive PI-controller from Unit C-2 - Exercise: Finding parameters implementing a discrete PI-controller which starts at a large offset
from the equilibrium: The controller immediately demands a very high input .
Due to motor saturation, we can not create such a high input and it will take way
longer to reach the equilibrium than without saturation of the motors. As soon as
we reach the equilibrium, the integral will be extremely large and therefore the bot
starts to overshoot up to the point when the controller demands an opposite signed
input to the system. This overshoot will be significantly larger than the initial offset. This procedure will repeat, the overshoot will grow larger with every iteration
and could potentially destabilize the system. It is referred to as integrator windup.
In order to overcome this effect, the implementation of an anti-windup logic resets
the integral if motor saturation is achieved.

Figure 3.4. A PI-controller with an anti-windup logic implemented, Feedback Systems from Aström and Murray on page 308.
Figure 3.2

In Figure 3.4, you can see an implementation of an anti-windup logic for a PI-controller. determines how fast the integral is reset and is normally chosen in the
order of .

3.3. First anti-windup eexperience
xperience

✎

controller-3.py, we’ve implemented a PI-controller with the anti-windup logic

EXERCISE: EFFECT

OF AN ANTI-WINDUP LOGIC
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from Figure Figure 3.4. The function
tries to mimic the motor saturation of a Duckiebot. For this exercise, we’re simulating a saturation at
. Note that whenever you execute exercise 3, this saturation is simulated in the background.
As a first step, test the performance of the Duckiebot with the anti-windup term
turned off:
. You will see that the performance is poor after curves. If you increase the integral gain , you are even able to destabilize the system! Edit the file
with
$ make csii-edit-ex1-3

Execute it with
$ make csii-ex1-3

3.4. Anti-windup tuning

✎

In order to avoid destabilization and improve the performance of the system, set
to roughly the same value as . Note the difference! Optional: With different
values of
and , one could improve the behavior even more.
As you may have found out, for very aggressive controllers with an integral part
and systems which saturate for relatively low inputs, the use of an anti-windup
logic becomes necessary. In our case, an anti-windup logic is only needed if we introduce a limitation to the angular velocity - for example to simulate a real car
(minimal turning radius).
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UNIT C-4

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: T
Testing
esting the impact of a smaller sampling rrat
atee
✎

4.1. Skills learned

✎

• understand impacts of lower sampling rates.
• recognize issues associated to time delays.

4.2. Basics

✎

Not
ote:
e: Assume that a Duckiebot has a sampling time of
.
Our model of a Duckiebot only works on a specific range of our states
: If those
values grow too large, the camera looses the lines and the estimation of the output is not possible anymore, the system will destabilize. By increasing in contr
troller
oller-4.py
-4.py, check how much we can reduce the sampling rate until the system
destabilizes. Notice that since our controller is discrete and therefore we can only
increase the sampling time T in discrete steps where
. This is implemented in the lane controller node: that node is called every time a new measurement of the lane pose was made. In order to reduce sampling rate, we only handle
every -th measurement (
), and throw away all the
other measurements. As before, to modify the controller use:
$ make csii-edit-ex1-4

And execute it with
$ make csii-ex1-4

4.3. Impr
Improv
ovee rrobustness
obustness

✎

For this system, a way to improve robustness to lower sampling rates is to use
smaller gains , . Try to edit those parameters such that the system is stable
again with that which destabilized your system in Section 4.2 - Basics.

UNIT C-5

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Incr
Increasing
easing the dela
delayy
5.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• understand impacts of lower sampling rates.
• recognize issues associated to time delays.

5.2. Basics

✎

For now, we haven’t talked explicitly about the delay which is present in our plant.
However, from the moment an image on the camera is recorded until the control
actions are applied, it takes roughly 70ms.

5.3. Stability - Theory

✎

As you’ve already seen, the time delay of 70ms does not destabilize our system. By
using our calculations from Unit C-1 - Exercise: Prepare the environment, we are
indeed able to identify a maximal time delay such that our system is still stable in
theory. This can be done by having a look at the transfer function of a time-delayed
system:
An increase of
leads to a shift of the phase in negative direction. Therefore,
must not be larger than the phase margin of
(which was roughly
) to not
destabilize the system. Calculate the maximal
such that the system is still stable.

5.4. Stability - Pr
Practical
actical

✎

Before we can reach this theoretical limit, the Duckiebot will most likely leave the
road and the estimator will fail since the lines are not in the field of sight of the
camera anymore. By using contr
controller
oller-5.py
-5.py, increase the time delay multiplicator
of the system until the Duckiebot cannot stay in the lane anymore. Notice that the
time delay is implemented in discrete steps of
where T is the sampling time.
As before, to modify the controller use:
$ make csii-edit-ex1-5

And execute it with
$ make csii-ex1-5
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Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: F
Follow
ollow the Leader
6.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• analyze a control task and design a suitable controller.
• implement a self-designed controller which integrates with the Duckiebot’s
software.

6.2. Following

✎

In this exercise you will create your own follow-the-leader controller for the Duckiebot. A reference Duckiebot (leader) will drive ahead using lane following at reduced speed. Your task is to implement a controller for a second Duckiebot (follower) to follow the leader. Your controller function has the following inputs available (visualized in figure Figure 6.4):
• , the distance from the following Duckiebot to the reference Duckiebot;
• , the angle between the following Duckiebot and the direct line connecting the
following Duckiebot and the reference Duckiebot;
• , the angle between the reference Duckiebot and the following Duckiebot;
•
, the time it took between taking the image and the call of the controller
function;
•
, the time it took from the last call of the controller function until the current call.
To estimate , , and , a computer vision algorithm that requires tags with black
dots is used. While testing, make sure the tags are properly attached to the leader.

Figure 6.4. , and

as received by the computer vision algorithm.
Figure 6.2

Design, implement and tune a follow-the-leader controller.
Not
ote:
e: The Dueckiebots can be prepared as described in Unit C-1 - Exercise: Prepare the environment. To start a leader, execute the following command on a
Duckiebot with tags:
$ make csii-ex2-reference

To run the following Duckiebot use:

EXERCISE: FOLLOW
$ make csii-ex2-2

THE

LEADER
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UNIT C-7

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: Discr
Discretize
etize the SSyst
ystem
em

✎

7.1. Skills learned

✎

• discretize a plant

7.2. Discr
Discretization
etization

✎

In this exercise, the Duckiebot SIMO system will be discretized. Here we will not
only test, but also design the controller in discrete time which will make updating
the weights easier once you test your controllers on the real system. The continuous time model of a Duckiebot is:

With state vector
and input
. Notice, that the matrix C is an
identity matrix, which means that the states are directly mapped to the outputs.
Discretize the system in terms of velocity and the sampling time
using exact
discretisation and test your discretization using the provided (
-file).
Not
ote:
e: If

is not invertible, you have to use the formula

.

UNIT C-8

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: L
LQR
QR contr
controller
oller
8.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• implement a steady-state Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR).
• understand impacts of weights in the cost function on control performance.

8.2. LQR contr
controller
oller

✎

To achieve a better lane following behavior a LQR controller can be implemented.
The structure of a state feedback controller is:

Figure 8.4. Block diagram of a state feedback control.
Figure 8.2

Because of limited computation resources, we implement a stead-state (or infinite
horizon) version of the LQR. Because we are considering the discrete time model
of the Duckiebot, the Discrete-time Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE) has to be
solved:
To solve this equation use the Python control library (see python-control.readthedocs.iofor documentation).

Figure 8.8. Top view of the Duckiebot on the track.
Figure 8.6

In figure Figure 8.8 the control input and the states
of the plant are
shown.
Finish the contr
controller
oller-lqr
-lqr.py
.py file. Test your controller using the command
$ make csii-ex3-lqr

and make sure to normalize your

and

Matrices. Choose the corresponding
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EXERCISE: LQR

CONTROLLER

weights and tune them until you achieve a satisfying behavior on the track.

UNIT C-9

Ex
Exer
ercise:
cise: L
LQRI
QRI contr
controller
oller
9.1. Skills learned

✎

✎

• implement an LQRI-controller.
• understand impacts of weights on control performance and tracking errors.

9.2. LQRI contr
controller
oller

✎

Since the LQR controller has no integrator action, a steady state error will persist.
To eliminate the steady state error, a LQRI controller will be implemented. An integral state needs to be calculated and is additionally used as a state feedback (figure Figure 9.4).

Figure 9.4. Block diagram of a LQRI controller.
Figure 9.2

The state feedback matrices and
can be calculated by solving the Discretetime Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE) using the extended state space matrices.
Extend the continuous state space model of the Duckiebot by a state that describes
the integral of the distance. Discretize the new state space matrices as in Unit C-7
- Exercise: Discretize the System. Pay attention to the appropriate dimensions of
your matrix. Why is no integral state of the angle used?
Implement a LQRI-controller in the file contr
controller
oller-lqri.py
-lqri.py. Start from the LQR-controller you designed in Unit C-8 - Exercise: LQR controller. Extend the state space
matrices and the weighting matrices. Since your controller function does not get
the new integral state as an input,you have to calculate it within the function.
Note:If you don’t know how to calculate the integral state, have a look at the PIController of Unit C-2 - Exercise: Finding parameters implementing a discrete PIcontroller.

